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At the time Oliver began gathering field data for this s tudy, there 
was a lively debate on both sides of the Atlantic as to the nature and 
direction of anthropology . Many believed with Fred Eggan that a combination 
of the ' social science ' approach favoured by British social anthropologists 
(using the mainly static constructs of structure and function and the broad 
comparative method) , together with 'ethnology ' which had its major develop
ment in the United States (and was characterised as being primarily con
cerned with culture history and culture process ) was necessary for an 
adequate analysis . This meant ultimately the examination of process, which 
is what all science seeks (Eggan 1954: 75B, 760) . Attempting systematic 
comparison of a world-wide variety of ins tances, as Radcliffe-Brown did, 
however , was and probably still is hard to achieve (ibid : 747) . Eggan's 
preference was for controlled comparison which used co-variation and cor
relation , ideally within a relatively homogeneous cultural type or social 
unit, so that as much control as possible could be exerted over fairly 
small-scale frames of comparison (ibid : 756). 

Present- day variation between Polynesian societies (which EgQan 
suggests comprise a ready-made laboratory) is too great to permit sufficient 
'control' , but elements wi thin anyone society may not be. Oliver working 
clearly within this t d Ot" " " " " " " " ra 1 10n accordlngly studled two Tahltlan vl11age 
~o9mm55unl tles, one on the i s land of Huahine and one on Mo'orea , during 1954-

and 1959-1960 The • present long study published over twenty years 
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later is the result of that work. 

Oliver begins by summarising pertinent historical, geographical and 
demographic peculiaritles and similarities of the two communities before 
and after contact. The main body of the book ranges l!Jidely over topics 
such ' as cleanliness and body care, houses, leisure pursuits, 
citizenship, political party affiliation, types of marriages, 
life experiences, and so on. Oliver does not treat all aspects 

religion , 
different 

of village 
ways in similar detail, however, since his aim after comparison and descrip
tion is to show how the ' hard' discipline of economics could prof i.t from 
some leavening by the 'soft' art of ethnography (p. xiii). He attempts 
this not by comparing the 'economic' behaviour of the villagers with 
'~lassic' economic models, whether 'primitive' or 'moder~', but by comparing 
the village economie3 one with the other. The substance of these 'econom
ies' is made up broadly of such phenomena as the division of labour, 
subsistence production, distribution and consumption, money-earning and 
the specialisation of activities, the circulation of money, work-exchange 
groups, and the like. Only those aspects of other social institutions , 
such as kinship and marriage, 
phenomena are dwelt upon at 
communities, which appear to be 

which bear most directly upon ' economic ' 
length. The differences between the two 
prominent and relate to the economic focus 

of the study, are recapi tulated at the end o'f each section or subsection 
of these densely packed descriptive chapters . This helps the reader along -
all the more necessary since the book, regrettably, has no index . 

Oliver often has difficulty in providing precise, unambiguous quant
ification for many activities such as the distribution of money proceeds 
from the sale of copra. Partly this is because of the detailed nature 
of the enquiries he sets himself as a single worker in the field, but also 
partly because of imprecision inherent in the behaviour. This does not 
detract significantly from the study's intent, since Oliver's analysis 
is concerned with quantities only in so far as they relate directly and 
importantly to social relations . 

Similarly , he switches from etic to emic categories as they suit his 
purpose in outlining broadly ' economic ' factors . Discussing the Code Civil, 
Oliver rephrases its underlying assumptions regarding the life stages of 
cit izens in economic ' terms, even though the legislators may not have 
viewed them in this way. He then compares and contrasts on the normative 

conceptual level the State's scale for defining individual's attributes 
and for assigning rights and obligations with that codified by the 
Protestant Church, and l1Jith those rules which are not explicitly codified 
but which are shared by most of the villages' residents. In doing this 
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he explicitly contrasts 'native' norms with official ones which are 
different again from the analytical categories he employs . 

Apart from the mass of information about Tahiti and two village 
communities in particular, the interest in Oliver's study lies in his 
attempts to account for differences, to see if a range of well-formulated 
and well-supported hypotheses, which might form the basis for larger -scale 
speculations and comparative frameworks, are indeed likely to result from 
th~ use of the method of controlled comparison (Eggan 1954: 756). Having 
gone through this exercise , however, Oliver seems less sanguine than Eggan 
about the comparative, or indeed any, method's capacity to establish 
anthropology as a 'science' by producing universally valid generalisations 
about cultural process, and is rather more sadly wise about its difficulties 
of application and limitations of scope. His conclusions, painstakingly 
arrived at, are notably modest in these respects. 

Oliver invokes 'history' as a determinant of people's actions in the 
present, not, he emphasises, in the sense of 'custom is king' but" a more 
specific class of past events that were largely extrinsic to the people 
of the t wo villages themselves; things that happened to them and their 
settlements prior to 1954-1955 and that were weighty enough to have brought 
about appreciable differences between the two villages" (p . 479). For 
example, the village farthest from Pape'ete still has organised work groups 
whereas the one situated nearer the urban centre has not . Oliver does 
not pose the question why have the work groups continued in the one, which 
is a complex question unless one does subscribe uncritically to the 'custom 
is king' type of explanation , but rather why have they discontinued in 
the other? Oliver finds the answer in his proposition that the 'nearby' 
villager s of earlier generations were more like the present-day 'far away' 
villagers in the importance they ascribed to kinship , and that certain 
experiences they have undergone in recen t decades have served to weaken 
that attitude, including their longer and more frequent contacts with 
Europeans of al l kinds, not j ust missionaries and officials. In addition, 
their deeper i nvol vement in the money economy, especially through large
scale commercial fishing and their contacts locally, with more Tahitians 
who were not kinfol k - a situation that the more remote villagers in their 
smaller and more isolated community did not experience to the same degree -
have also weakened the i~portance of kinship (p. 514) . Having said this, how 
ever, Oli ver is scrupulous in designating the logical status of the explana
tions he offers . Some of hi s reasoning , such as ascribing the 'far away' 

villagers' greater propensity for kin-based inter-household excha nges to 
a more general ideological set (a value) , is, as he says , syllogistic or 
tautologous (p. 524). Yet one might be tempted to think that this 'value' 
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might also account, at least in part , for these same villagers I retention 
of work-exchange groups. But as Oliver stresses, one cannot reason like 
this in the absence of a demonstration of a clear sequence of events that 
led up to the abandonment of such a practice: in fact, one cannot be 
absolutely sure that it existed in the I nearby I village . It is a pity 
more ethnographers are not as tough-minded with their data. 

Fortunately, the worth of this long and careful comparison of the 
history, characteristics , institutions and processes typical of two Tahitian 
villages as they were thirty years ago need not be measured entirely by 
the humility of its author . The study provides a wealth of finely-observed 
detail, case study material, and quantified data which build up a vivid 
picture of a unique, now-vanished way of life . Oliver holds this task 
of recording to be the most important professional duty of the anthropol
ogist. Its contribution to knowledge will endure long after the theories, 
fashionable in their day, have passed away. This book may finally best 
be regarded as an acknowledgement and accomplishment of such a duty. 
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